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Benthic Monitoring Program
 Since 2010 samples collected 

at forty-four sites on thirty-one 
streams. Every two years on 
average.

 Older more sporadic data  
since 1998
 1998-2006 three streams; 

multiple sites on each

 Stream  Team collected 
samples for up to 26 sites until 
2004





Flow Monitoring Program
 Storm Basin Flow
 Stream Flow
 Rain Gauges
 Benthic monitoring program



Project Goals

MACROINVERTEBRATE ANALYSIS
 Evaluate whether there is an individual macroinvertebrate metric(s )  

that may perform better as early indicators for trend detection
 Assess whether there are long-term trends in macroinvertebrate 

data
 Assess whether there are short-term trends in macroinvertebrate 

data
FLOW DATA
 Evaluate how much of the observed variation can be explained by 

precipitation



Macroinvertebrate Analysis

Question 1:  Is there a metric that is  better for early 
trend detection?



B-IBI -- It’s Just Another Index



Evaluation of Individual Metrics
Data Culling
Select Sites with 5 or more consecutive 
years of data (26 of 123 sites)

Apply Statistic
Pearson’s R and Kendall’s tau 
correlations

Evaluate
Which Metrics displayed the Most 
Trends



Pearsons R Results



Pearsons vs Kendall tau



Were trends detected? Yes
At 7 to 8 (out of 16) sites, two or more metrics indicated a 
long term trend
At 4 to 5 sites at least 3 metrics indicated a trend

Was the trend direction consistent?
Yes, with one exception

Was there consistency between the tests?
 12 of 16 sites showed consistent trends; both statistics 

indicated a trend
 The 4 sites that were inconsistent were sites where only 

one metric indicated a trend 



Which Metrics showed the most 
promise for trend detection?

Clinger (6 or 8/16)
Predator (6 or 7/16)
Ephemeroptera (4 or 5 /16)
Taxa Richness (3 or 4/16)
Percent Tolerant (3 or 4/16)
BIBI (3/16)

*At more than three-quarters of the sites where trends were observed a 
trend was not observed using BIBI.



Summary by Sites
 Mountaineers/Chico Creek : Four metrics (including B-IBI) 

indicated decreasing trends at this site = Likely 
deteriorating

 Lower Curley Creek : Three metrics indicated decreasing 
trends at this site = Probably  deteriorating

 Illahee Creek : Four metrics (including B-IBI) indicated an 
increasing trend at this site = Likely Improving

 Upper Carpenter Creek : Three metrics (including B-IBI) 
indicated an increasing trend = Probably Improving

 Chico Creek: One or two metrics indicated an 
decreasing trend = Possible deteriorating



Macroinvertebrate Analysis
Question 2:  Are there long term trends in the data?



Long Term Trend Assessment
Data Culling
Select Sites with data for two time periods (pre 
and post 2008) (11 of 123 sites)

Apply Statistic
Mann-Whitney Two-Sided U Test

Evaluate
- Are there Significant differences in time periods
- If so, use Whisker Box Plots to decide central 

tendency



Here Come the Flying Monkeys



Did Multiple Metrics Indicate a 
Trend?



Were the Trends Consistent?



Macroinvertebrate Analysis

Question 3:  Are there short-term trends?



Short Term Trend Assessment
Data Culling
Select only sites with data for  2010 to 2015 period (= 56 sites)
Eliminate all sites for which there is not at least 5 consecutive 
years of data (= 11 sites)

Apply Statistic
Pearson’s R and Kendall’s tau correlations 

Evaluate
Were trends detected? If so, were they detected for 
multiple metrics? Were trends consistent between metrics?



Evaluate Results



More Flying Monkeys



More Evaluation



Flow Data Analysis

Are there trends in flow that can not be attributed 
to precipitation?



Evaluation of Stream Flow Data
Data Handling
Select Sites with both stream flow and precipitation data = 10 
sites
Use ‘storm chunker’ to desegregate annual record into discrete 
storms 
Calculate peak storm flows, storm volumes and rainfall depths

Apply Statistics

Evaluate



Apply Statistics



Linear 
Regression

Inspect 
Residuals

Log 
Transform if 
necessary



Log-log 
transformation

Redo Linear 
Regression

Re-Inspect 
Residuals



Apply Statistics



Step 3. 
Multiple 
Regression 
on Residuals 
over Time 
(including 
season)

Increasing 
volume over 
time





How do Trends Compare



Summary
 There may be a few macroinvertebrate metrics that are more 

sensitive to change and can serve as early indicators of trends; 
more data sets should be evaluated using this same methodology.

 Long and short term macroinvertebrate assessments were not 
compelling; few sites where multiple metrics indicated a trend and 
inconsistencies.

 After controlling for rainfall/runoff responses there were significant 
trends in flow at some sites; inferring that other variables such as 
land use or topographic complexity are impacting flow.
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